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Well-researched and complete with art images, the ninth edition of Artworks for Elementary

Teachers serves elementary education majors with little or no prior background in art. It provides

introductory experiences both in knowing how to create art and how to respond to it. The four areas

of study in discipline-based art education--aesthetics, art production, art criticism and art history--are

covered thoroughly and have been thoroughly updated to include the latest in state and national

standards.
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I love the thought of this book -- an art book for teachers who may not know much about art, but are

planning on teaching art to their students. It's a great idea, and the book covers a great deal of

information in a thin volume, from the principles of art, to the schools of artists and their works, to

methods used to create art, to visiting the museum.The book also contains suggested projects for

your elementary school art students, as well as jumping-off points for discussion and activity. I only

wish the book had even more ideas, but perhaps that is another book!If you are a teacher who

wants to teach art, but doesn't know much about it, and doesn't know where to begin, I suggest

beginning with this book. It's a crash course not only in art, but in teaching art to elementary

students and instilling a love of art within your students.

This book is a great and helpful book with guides and lessons on how children learn art, there is

even a template for writing lesson plans. Highly recommend



The book was great. It met all of my expectations and more!!! Thanks, I would purchase from you

anytime again!!!

Much useful information. But typical for an art text book. If you can get it cheap, it's worth having.

yes

The book was supposed to be new, butdid not seem that new the edges and corners were a little

beat up

Brand new. Slight wrinkle in cover though

Works great

The book was in the condition in was described in. There was a little bit more highlighting then I was

expecting, but it's not a big deal. The price was great! My school bookstore wanted over twice what I

paid for it here.
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